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ROOM MASKETM

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Room MaskeTM is a room air purifier with UVc light from Thin Air Energy, designed  
to purify and disinfect the air in rooms with up to 400 square feet of floor area.  
It is ideal for use in homes, offices, dorm rooms and care facilities.  

Air cleaning is achieved through a user replaceable HEPA filter and an activated charcoal filter.  
Additional purification along with germicidal and anti-viral efficacy is achieved via an array of seven high power  
UVc emitters, coupled with a Titanium Dioxide photocatalyst and an ionic generator, all of which are safely 
embedded within the unit.

Room MaskeTM has been lab tested, showing an averaged 92% staphylococcus kill rate in a large room with 
dimensions of 20' x 20', with an 8.75' ceiling, when run for two hours. (This is equivalent to a 100 cubic meter room.) 
In a small room (20 cubic meters of air volume), efficacy improves to 99.93%!

This new product was designed with safety and efficacy first and foremost. That means that the UVc emitters 
are buried inside the unit, and that they are powerful. The technical parameters of Room MaskeTM help explain its 
purification and germicidal power, along with its ease of use.
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Lab tested

Shows an averaged 92% staphylococcus 
kill rate in a large room with dimensions 
of 20' x 20', with an 8.75' ceiling, when 
run for two hours. (This is equivalent to a 
100 cubic meter room.) In a small room 
(20 cubic meters of air volume), efficacy 
improves to 99.93%!

UVc emitters 

Seven each producing 300 microwatts of 
power per square centimeter measured 
at distance of one meter.  Lifetime of 
5,000 hours usage.  Embedded inside the 
machine

UVc radiation blocked 
Blocked by enclosure. (Radiation doesn’t 
pass through many things, quartz glass 
being one exception.)

Titanium Dioxide 
photocatalyst layer

Safe  and effective, activated by UVc (the 
same type of stuff used in sunscreen!)

Ion generator Kills bacteria

HEPA filter Removes dust and contaminants

PM2.5 purification > 98%

Efficacy on staph Up to 99.93%, tested at 100 cubic 
meters and 20 cubic meters

LCD display screen Shows status at a glance

Built in clock Enables setting automatic 
purification cycles on a daily basis

Boost mode Enables higher output from UVc 
emitters for more killing power

Remote control Provides easy use

Automatic recirculating 
grille Distributes air evenly

Floor rollers Moves around easily from room  
to room

~58 DB noise Operating noise level

110 – 130 VAC power 
input @ 150 watts Standard power

Test trace ozone < 0.03mg per cubic meter per 100 
cubic meters (safe)
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Specifications subject to change without notice.
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